
 
 
Dear Madam/Sir 
 
Today we all have realized that this wonderful ‘pale blue dot’ is for us to conserve. We have not 
inherited from our forefathers rather we have borrowed it from our children. We owe it to the 
next generation to lay the groundwork for sustainable solutions to the challenges of the NOW so 
that they may have a future of opportunities THEN. Time and again, Science and Technology will 
be the two indispensable arms of our civilization as we are bound on this journey. A 
transformation in our ability as individuals and a society at large to be resilient and undeterred is 
the key to harness the power of basic sciences in sustainable development. A feat that is possible 
due to our collective scientific knowhow. Taking from the UN’s cue of IYBSSD2022, SelaQui 
International School is privileged to bring to the valley the 3rd edition of the Inter-School Science 
Decathlon, ‘QSD ‘22’ on August 27-28, 2022. Included along with this mail are the details of the 
events comprising the decathlon. 
 
The Science Decathlon is not any other academic competition. It is not for the best scientist or 
mathematician. It is not about individual brilliance and portraying your glorious acumen in the 
Sciences. It is about challenging competitors and your team whose members will become lifelong 
comrades. It is about outperforming your own expectations in a set of 7 events, where you will be 
part of a team, of students with a wide range of grades, striving towards a shared goal. Amidst the 
fervor of celebrating basic sciences, we are introducing the 1st Q-TANK to harness young minds 
and steadfast mettle to find sustainable solutions to their local context and reflecting on our 
establishments as a nation at 75 in the Jeopardy! 
 
The Decathletes will master materials and harness skills beyond their wont. They will explore 
unique opportunities in STEM in these events – be it in Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Computer 
Science or Mathematics. They will engage with the audience through facts as well as with 
confidence.  
 
We would love to see Decathlon Teams taking on this opportunity not because it will be easy but 
because it will be challenging. The poet and novelist Rainer Maria Rilke once wrote, “that 
something is difficult must be a reason the more for us to do it”. The Science @ SelaQui invites you 
to be a part of an occasion that might sound overwhelming, until you realize you can achieve 
higher as a team. You and your team will study, research and struggle more than ever before 
without knowing about future triumphs. In the words of Dr. Les Martisko, we invite you to 
struggle and to learn—“not just to read, but to understand; not just to win, but to lead.”  
 
The Decathlon team will have 5 students from grades 5 to 12 accompanied by a teacher mentor 
from their respective schools. Schools can also register for individual events. There is no 
registration fee for QSD 2022. The registration deadline is August 20, 2022. 
 
We await the Decathletes in the ubiquitous virtual space. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Soham Roy 
Department of Science 
SelaQui International School 


